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1. Choose your basin (mark your choice        ):
    Take into account the requirements of each basin regards the length (L), width (W) of countertop!

2. Mark the number of basins you need / write down the key measures of your countertop:

Tolerated error of dimensions for basin position and dimensions in the surface +/-5 mm.

Order form for MADE TO MEASURE Cast Stone washbasins

basin

over�ow

mixer tap
mounted on the

countertop

     
*                   It is required that all the items of the form are �lled in and a drawing is included with the order, specifying the position of the basins, the cut-outs for installing the mixer taps, any

                  rounded corners, as well as any non-standard solutions: unusually narrow surfaces without cut-outs for installing the mixer taps (wall-mounted mixer taps) etc.
                 If the WM&WB value is not speci�ed in point 2, then the dimensions speci�ed in the standard drawings are used for the location of the sink and faucet (see point 1).
                 The metal mounting brackets are not required if the washbasin is placed on furniture.

*

IMPORTANT!

NO2 pcs. 1 pc. 

3 pcs. 
(L ≥ 1200 mm)

4 pcs. 
(L ≥ 1600 mm)

7. Mark if you want irregular shape of countertop or roundings:

Irregular shape*

9. Mark if over�ow is needed (no additional cost):

10. Comments:

YES NO

Roundings* NO

5.

GLOSSY WHITE BASIN AND COUNTERTOP

6. Mark the type of mixer tap placement (drilling at no additional cost): 

MIXER TAP ON
COUNTERTOP

MIXER TAP
ON THE WALL

8. Mark the drain type:

Push-open with chromed
cover (L32UM)
(only for washbasins with over�ow)

Drain

BASIN AND COUNTERTOP IN COLOUR ______

3. Mark if brackets are needed 
(see recommended number of brackets below)  :*

www.paabaths.com

4. Mark the basin position:

Countertop 
on furniture

Mark if you want countertop and basin in colour (specify a colour name):

Permanent open with chromed
cover (L2264) 

 L = ______

A = ______ B = ______

 W = ____

WB = ____
 H = 25

A = ______ C = ______ B = _______

 W = ____

 L = ______

 H = 25

LONG STEP 540 × 335 mm
W = 500 (450-550) mm
L = 700-2000 mm
H = 25 mm
A + B ≥ 700 mm
A + B + C ≥ 1400 mm

OPUS 470 × 270 mm
W = 450 (390-550) mm
L = 600-2000 mm
H = 25 mm
A + B ≥ 600 mm
A + B + C ≥ 1200 mm

ROUND D 420 mm
W = 520 (520-550) mm
L = 500-2000 mm
H = 25 mm
A + B ≥ 500 mm
A + B + C ≥ 1000 mm

OVO 510 × 320 mm
W = 500 (440-550) mm

WM = min. 60 mm; WB = min. 60 mm WM & WB = min. 55 mm

WM = min. 60 mm; WB = min. 50 mm WM & WB = min. 60 mm

L = 650-2000 mm
H = 25 mm
A + B ≥ 650 mm
A + B + C ≥ 1250 mm

WB

WM WM

*

*

*

*

=

==

____

________
min 55 min 55 
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